
“First, placing books in a prime display location

increases their visibility and accessibility, making

them more likely to be noticed and, ultimately,

chosen by browsers . . . Second, displays are

thought to help narrow readers’ choices by guiding

them to a small collection of titles, thus,

overcoming the effects of information overload.”

(Baker, 1986)

Libraries routinely use book displays to highlight their collections, and these
displays have a positive effect on circulation. There are two main reasons for
this: 
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Book Displays on Futures
Thinking

A book display can be a great way to introduce the concept of futures
thinking to patrons. Here are some display ideas.
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A book display featuring two
posters about futures

thinking, bookmarks with
information about futures
thinking, and three books

available for checkout. 

We've made all of the
templates created by

Haley Westbrook
available as editable

PDFs. Links to them can
be found at the end of

this chapter. 

Templates – A template can help you streamline the process of creating a new
theme when you switch out a display. One option for designing templates is Canva,
a web-based graphic design platform (there is a free and paid version). Canva has
premade templates that you can easily customize with your library-specific info,
and colors, fonts, logo, etc. (Canva has a wide variety of templates, including for the
materials highlighted below – posters and infographics.) Once you have created
the template of your choice, you can quickly modify it to advertise a different
theme. It also helps people to see that there is a continuing topic with different
themes, so they look forward to the next one.

The following examples were created in Canva by Caldwell Public Library
Marketing Specialist Haley Westbrook.  

Display Ideas
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Example bookmarks on the topic of futures thinking. The blue
bookmark lists inventors. The red bookmark features visionary

thinkers. And the yellow bookmark lists library resources available
on the topic of futures thinking. 
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Reading Recommendation Bookmarks - Bookmarks are a great way for patrons
to explore themes and share that information with others. Bookmarks can be
included on the display table, area of your choice, and/or inserted into the books
on display. Recommended reading themes include books about inventors,
visionaries, and futurists. You can browse various bookmark templates and
themes on Canva. 
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Display Posters, Infographics, or Signage Themes - Posters, infographics, or
passive programming add the last little bit of information needed to round out
your display. While there are some examples provided, I also like keeping the
posters open for anyone who has more time to be extra creative. You can also
consider adding a QR code to a poster, infographic, or to the bookmarks!

SPLAT
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A poster
on the

topic of
futures

thinking
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Inventor display -- around famous inventors, such as Nikola Tesla, Alexander
Graham Bell, or Steve Jobs. For more information, check out this article
listing 15 popular inventors.

Some display theme ideas:
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A poster
on the

topic of
futures

thinking
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Visionary display -- around business visionaries, such as Salman Khan or Bill
Gates. For more information, check out this article listing 10 popular
visionaries.
Futurists display -- around famous futurists, such as Michio Kaku or Ray
Kurzweil. For more information, check out this article listing 10
groundbreaking futurists.
Futures thinking game display -- Create a display featuring one of the
futures thinking games listed below. You can use prompts and questions
from the activities to create passive activities that fit with a display format. 

Origami robots -- Learn how to fold your own origami robots. 
Origami spaceship -- Learn how to fold your own origami spaceships (video).
Robot papercraft -- If your library has a cutting machine, you can download
the SVG files to cut out and make your own paper robot treat box. Tutorial
and files available here. 

Display Ideas / Cutouts (Cricut cut, origami, other paper builds) – To make the
display pop, include some fun, physical items that don’t cost a lot and are easy
to replace. You may not even have to change out the displays each time you
rotate to a new theme since some would fit into the overall theme of futures
thinking. Included below are some links to fun designs! 

Some ideas for different theme items are included below:
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Two robots
made of

folded paper
with simple

designs
drawn on

them.
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This collaborative role-playing game is about sustainability and resilience
and is designed for groups wanting to place their activity into a wide view of
current global challenges. It is a fun way to engage in the big picture of what
is happening and what might happen in our world that we will need to
respond to. 
4, 6, or 12 players. 1-4 hours.

This award-winning imagination game challenges players to collaboratively
and competitively describe objects from a range of alternative futures. 
 1-6 players. 
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

This game helps players practice thinking through future scenarios as they
rehearse uncertainty. Players learn how to rapidly imagine what’s possible in
the future and how those possibilities might impact them. 
Teams of 4-6 people, all ages.

The futures cone is a brainstorming exercise for exploring the future. It
involves sorting ideas about the future by time, likelihood, and desirability. 
4-30 people, 1-2 hours. 

The Futures Thinking Teaching Pack supports teachers and learners in
developing approaches for exploring the future that are not about making
predictions but about considering possible, probable, and preferable futures
in order to support action and decision-making in the present. The activities

Active Program Ideas

These games and activities are great to use in an active program or event. 

World Game (International Futures Forum)

The Thing from the Future (Situation Lab)

Decode the Future (Future Today Institute) 

Futures Cone (Jisc)

Futures Thinking Teachers Pack (Future Lab)
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Programming Display Options
Active Program Ideas
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in the pack encourage students to critically examine their place in the world,
the structures and features that bring about the societies they live in, their
own beliefs, and their agency in shaping their preferable future. Includes 15
classroom activities, each with supporting materials. 

The Futures Bazaar is a creative gathering where people transform everyday
objects into unique “artifacts from the future” to provoke, amuse, and inspire
one another. Every participant helps imagine and produce these future
artifacts, and every artifact tells a story.
12-100 people, 3-4 hours. 

What will you do when the next “unthinkable” change happens? The First
Five Minutes of the Future is a future-forecasting game developed by the
Institute for the Future Director of Game Research and Development Jane
McGonigal. 
Groups of any size. 5-10 minutes. 
CC BY-NC 4.0

When you think about the next 10 years, do you think things will mostly stay
the same and go on as normal? Or do you expect that most of us will
dramatically rethink and reinvest in how we do things? Rate your outlook on
a scale of 1 to 10. (1 is the same and 10 is different.)

Scenario 1: You wake up and it’s 10 years from now, and it is a holiday called
Thank You Day. You receive $2,000 from the government. You can keep half
and donate the other half to a frontline worker on a national registry (health
care workers, teachers, public librarians, firefighters, park employees, city bus
drivers, and farmworkers are included). Imagine waking up on a day like this.

The Futures Bazaar (Situation Lab) 

The First Five Minutes (Institute for the Future) 

Passive Program Ideas

Using a white board, a large piece of paper, or a wall for sticky notes, you can
adapt these passive programs into your display space to encourage library
patrons to consider their future in a casual way. 

Take a 10-Year Vacation (Imaginable by Jane McGonigal)

Imagine the Future (Imaginable by Jane McGonigal)
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Passive Program Ideas
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Would you accept the money? If you choose not to participate, your funds
will be returned to the government. 

What was your first reaction when you heard of the idea of Thank You
Day? Did you love it, or did you hate it and why?
Who might feel badly on Thank You Day?
Could something like this actually happen?

Scenario 2: Ten years from today you wake up to an announcement from the
United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, which released its asteroid
forecast. There is an asteroid approaching Earth. The likelihood of a
catastrophic event has gone from 1% to 5%. It is three years away, and the
government has determined an area of impact depending on where the
Earth is in its rotation. It could wipe out an entire city or country depending
on the size of the asteroid, and you live in the area of impact. Scientists are
working on a plan to minimize the impact, but will the plan work?

Would you evacuate? What kinds of actions would you take in the
coming weeks to prepare?
Would you make an effort to learn about the science of asteroid
detection or leave it to the experts?
What are the risks of telling the public about a future asteroid impact?
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